Business Development

NAI GPI is a young Kazakhstan company working on results with an exceptional and individual approach. The company actively participates in the development of the branch economy of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The main function of NAI GPI is provision of international services for: project management, property management, leasing, investment and asset valuation. The result of the activity unites the methods and tools of world practices taking into account the needs, features and opportunities of the real estate market in Kazakhstan.

The active phase of business promotion is expressed in the selection of highly professional specialists of project implementation.

Participation in international events on business promotion testifies to the potential of the market of the RK and the capabilities of the company.

Professional Accomplishments

The company has acted as the Silver Partner of the forum on the development of CREW Central Asia 2018, where it organized a number of targeted meetings, established business cooperation, exchanged information on the market situation and trends. The event brought together more than 200 specialists from Kazakhstan, Russia, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, China and Europe. Among the speakers of the Forum there are leading Kazakhstan and international experts of branch, including also Yakupbayev Rustam – CEO of NAI GPI. Interaction of development market and financial sector of Kazakhstan, increase in effective project management of development and the need of industry formation and country standards of project management were disclosed.

Market Insight

One of the important topics in the Republic of Kazakhstan is improving the efficiency of project management development and the need to form the industry and country standards of project management, which are based on the experience of leading international companies. We apply progressive approaches that have been tested by the international community in developed markets, adapted them to local needs and opportunities for implementation.

At the level of the State, there are plans to increase the housing space for the population with the use of new technologies for comfortable and practical life.

Today, the market of Kazakhstan is at the peak point of development. A developing economy creates opportunities for business, and creates a huge need for new construction developments and facility redevelopments.